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CVC, SGA pilot “No-Damage November” program
B y P eg S chreiner
News Editor

In an email to the campus
community on November 1, the
Colby Volunteer Center (CVC)
and Student Government Association (SGA) announced a new
initiative to combat dorm damage. The program, entitled “NoDamage November” will aim to
raise money for the Mid-Maine
Homeless Shelter through donations and awareness.
According to the email, students from the Hill have helped
out the shelter since its founding “in the basement of a local
church, where students volunteered around the clock to keep
the shelter staffed.” Through
CVC and SGA’s new initiative,
Colby students will have the
chance to help the shelter again
by hoping to contribute to the
$35,000 needed to keep the organization running.
SGA President Michael Loginoff ’16, noted in an email correspondence that “No-Damage
November” raises awareness of
“issues regarding how we treat
our home [on campus] when
so many members of our local communities are not fortunate enough to have access to
facilities like ours.” In a show
of solidarity with support of
CVC’s efforts to raise money for
the shelter, SGA has pledged to
match up to $5,000 of donations.
The notion of earnestly ac-

knowledging how members of
the College community sometimes mistreat on-campus facilities is part of a conversation that
has become increasingly lively
over the last few semesters.
Associate Director of Campus
Life Kim Kenniston shared the
dorm damage statistics for both
September and October of 2014
and 2015 with The Colby Echo,
proving that while change is happening, there is still much more
room for improvement. In an
email correspondence, Kenniston stated that those two months
of 2014 resulted in $23,052.15
of damage, while $12,763.83 of
damage has accumulated so far
during the current academic
year. According to Loginoff, the
fall semester of 2014 proved to be
the most severe of recent years,
with about $55,000 of damage.
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students Jim
Terhune speculated in an interview as to why there might be significantly less dorm damage being committed this year: “I’d like
to believe that things are shifting
and folks don’t feel like it’s okay
to break things.” He also noted
that while, to his knowledge, the
administration has not adopted
new policies this year, the College “started to see a downward
trend in damage last year after
the Colby Affirmation.”
Loginoff also echoed Terhune’s thoughts of progress: “Although we still have too much
vandalism, we are making prog-

Torn down exit signs are a common reason for dorm damage charges.

ress. It’s important that we continue to move our community
forward in the spirit of integrity
and respect. We on SGA think a
lot of this progress stems from
the awareness of the Colby Affirmation and the various positive messaging campaigns, i.e.
Be a Mule.”
On the part of the administration, one further initiative

to reduce dorm damage comes
from the newly restricted keycard access to residence halls
on weekends. According to Terhune, this move was made as a
result of observations that determined dorm damage is often
committed when students are
“passing through” dorms, such
as Sturtevant or Williams, on
their way to the Alfond Senior
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Apartments. This policy, however, has not been active long
enough to determine whether or
not it will decrease damage.
Thus far, donations to the
CVC and SGA campaign for the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter
total just $1,345. Donations are
encouraged to be made online
at: https://www.gofundme.com/
ColbyDayShelter

Administration makes changes to keycard policy
The Office of Campus Life
sent a campus-wide email on
Wednesday, November 4 outlining the changes in keycard access
to residence halls. Student key
cards have historically granted
access to all dorms until 1:00
a.m. on the weekends, and to
one’s own dorm 24/7. The controversial change in keycard access has moved the 1:00 a.m. access of all dorms to 10:00 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights.
This is not the first time that
the College has implemented
limited dormitory access to students. In previous years, a dorm
could have a meeting to discuss
whether they wanted limited access, and what time that would
go into effect. In the past, there
have been multiple Hillside
dorms that have implemented
these restrictions. These dorms
were usually used as passageways for people travelling from
the rest of campus to the Alfond
Senior Apartments. When access
restrictions were implemented
in the dorms that chose to have
them, the restrictions did work
to reduce some dorm damage.
However, this is the first time
that the College has implemented restricted key card access to

the entire student body.
In the campus-wide email, it
was stated that the changes in
the policy were constructed “in
response to student and faculty/
staff concerns regarding safety
and vandalism.” It went on to
further describe how “the college
community has been impacted
by increasing fire safety related
vandalism, damage or destruction to signage and doors. This
academic year Colby has also experienced a dramatic increase in
the number of pulled fire alarms
causing significant disruption to
our community.”
In an interview, Senior Associate Dean of Students Jed Wartman added that this policy was
not necessarily a reactionary
measure. Instead, Wartman said
that the change in policy was a
way for the school to address student safety, and make sure that
the school was doing all it could
to keep students safe on the Hill.
Furthermore, the change in
policy was also meant to address
individuals who are not members of the Colby community
accessing residence halls. The
email asked students to “step up
their vigilance of who enter their
residence halls,” and that “students should remain aware that
propping open an exterior door
is a significant safety threat.”
Director of Security Peter

Chenevert added in an interview: “propped doors can be an
extreme safety issue.” He went
on to say, “Although students
may do it innocently, so that a
friend who is coming will have
access, ultimately when a door is
propped anyone has access.” Although Security did
not see a very large
increase in propped
doors the first weekend this policy was
instituted, a student
who chose to remain
anonymous echoed
the
thoughts
of
many, saying, “this
change is only going to make students
prop more doors
around campus.”
However,
when
this
information
was released, instead of seeing it as an attempt
by the College to keep students
safer, students saw it as an attack on their campus freedom.
Anonymous students commented that: “I had more freedom at
boarding school,” and “the administration must not trust us”
started to emerge. This indicates
that a large portion of students
felt as though their voices were
not heard in this decision—a
decision that truly affected everyone. Students then looked

towards their leaders on campus
to see who exactly had a say in
this issue.
Student Government Association (SGA) President Michael
Loginoff ’16 said in an interview
that SGA was informed of the
decision via email on Saturday,

October 31. In the email sent to
SGA, the administration stated
that the policy was already decided upon by the members of
the College Affairs Committee
(CAC), with the time of restriction originally set to 9:00 p.m.
On Monday, November 2, however, SGA met separately with
Associate Dean of Students and
Director of Campus Life Erika
Lamarre, and Vice President
for Student Affairs and Dean of
Students Jim Terhune. In those

meetings, according to Loginoff,
SGA expressed concern that 9:00
p.m. was far too early, and subsequently the policy was pushed
back to 10:00 p.m.
The only student input for the
policy change were the six students elected to be on CAC. The
committee is composed of six
faculty and seven members of
staff, along with some students.
The purpose of the committee
is to discuss general things that
affect aspects of students’ lives
on campus. Past discussions of
the committee have included
dialogues on sexual assault on
campus, pathway lighting, and
dorm damage. Despite being
a campus wide issue, only six
members of the CAC had any
say in the keycard matter. Even
then, an anonymous source
said that the six students were
not unanimous in this decision, and many of them foresaw
student’s negative response to
the decision.
Although this policy was initially meant to only be a safety
precaution, and possibly address dorm damage and pulled
fire alarms, many students ultimately responded to it with negativity. Wartman reiterated this
notion, saying that the policy
was “not meant to create a campus issue, instead it was meant
to respond to a campus issue.”
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“[The policy] was not meant
to create a campus issue,
instead it was meant to respond to a campus issue.”
Jed Wartman
Senior Associate Dean of Students
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Jitney service responds to
more damaged vehicles
By Gillian Katz
Online Editor

The “Colby Vomiter” struck
again. After another deep cleaning of the Jitney, a Colby-operated
transportation service that travels
throughout the greater Waterville
area, the school has enacted several rules regarding student conduct inside the vehicle, according
to a General Announcement from
Ariel Camacho ’16.
Firstly, in order to prevent future occurrences of vomiting,
there will now be a fine of up
to $100 for the detailing of the
car. Additionally, Jitney drivers
are now required to call Security
after someone throws up inside
of the Jitney.
Secondly, the Jitney driver
will now be responsible for limiting the vehicle occupancy to
its legal maximum. The maximum amount of occupants will
be no greater than the amount
of seatbelts in the car. This is

in response to past instances in
which riders would attempt to
fit more in the Jitney than legally allowed.
Another change in policy,
students will no longer be able
to take the Jitney for a ride
through the drive-thru of fast
food restaurants, as these rides
take up too much time and defeat the purpose of the pick-up,
drop-off nature of the campus
amenity. And finally, there will
be no alcohol permitted in the
vehicle as the responsibility
would fall on the driver, in the
case that the car be pulled over
by police.
The College is urging students
to respect the Jitney and its driver
as a convenience and colleague
at Colby. The Jitney is not something to be abused. These changes
in policy align with the College’s
constant emphasis on reducing
dorm damage and increasing student respect of College property.
“Be A Mule, Not An Ass,” even in
the Jitney.

Oak talks expertise
By Addie Bullock

Asst. Local News Editor
On November 4, Colby’s Center for the Humanities, the Environmental Studies Program, and
the Oak Institute for the Study
of International Human Rights
welcomed Gloria Otieno, an
economist and food policy expert. Otieno is currently working at Bioversity International,
which, according to their website, is “a global research-fordevelopment organization,” and
delivers “scientific evidence,
management practices and policy options to use and safeguard
agricultural and tree biodiversity.” Otieno is stationed in the
nonprofit’s regional office in
Kampala, Uganda, as an associate expert in genetic resources
and food security policy. Otieno
holds a MSc in Agricultural Economics and rural development
and recently completed her PhD
in Development Economics
The presentation, which was
held in Diamond 122, was widely attended by students and professors from many disciplines,
as well as some local members
of the Waterville community.
The talk is one of the Oak Institute’s annual series of events,
which focuses on the Oak fellow’s primary area of advocacy.
This year, the theme is food
security, with Jodi Koberinski
serving as the 2015 Oak Fellow.
Koberinski works both in Canada and around the world advocating for improved agriculture
and food systems.
Otieno discussed the threat of
population growth, a rise in omnivores, and high producers of
ethanol to global food security.
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She also focused much of her
talk on the high importance of
access to good quality seed and
seed security. With huge corporations like Monsanto, which is
a publicly traded multinational
agrochemical and agricultural
biotechnology company, spreading genetically modified organisms and seeds throughout the
world, the existence of organic
and non modified seeds are being threatened on a large scale.
Uganda, where Otieno is
based, presents a unique situation for the work of Bioversity International. GMOs were
banned in the country until a
bill in May passed allowing genetically modified foods. The
National Biotechnology and
Biosafety Bill is the subject of
significant critiscm as Ugandans
debate the future of farming.
Only 26 countries have banned
GMOs, even though most nations do not consider GMOs to
be safe. Otieno said that there
are 20,000 different species of
crops, but a majority of crops
being grown today are genetically modified wheat, rice, corn
and soybeans.
This market
saturation of GMOs offer fewer
opportunities for small scale
farmers in Uganda. These local
farmers are being written out of
the market, as they can’t afford
to buy seeds. Otieno proposes
the creation of a community
seed bank designed to conserve
seeds and linking the program
to indigenous people.
Wes Zebrowski ’18, who attended the talk, told the Echo
“I am happy that food sovereignty and food security are being because of the significance
of these issues in Maine and on
our campus.”
Date:
10/26/15
10/30/15
10/30/15
10/31/15
10/31/15
11/1/15
11/1/15
11/1/15
11/1/15
11/6/15
11/7/15
11/7/15
11/8/15
11/8/15

Time:
1:45 p.m.
9:13 p.m.
11:32 p.m.
1:40 a.m.
10:12 a.m.
12:03 a.m.
1:14 a.m.
11:20 a.m.
9:06 a.m.
5:27 p.m.
1:15 a.m.
6:25 a.m.
2:13 a.m.
2:13 a.m.

Police responded to an Oakland shooting that left four dead on November 4. 
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New policies in NESCAC
By George Lucey

Contributing Writer
This past week schools in the
NESCAC have seen everything
from educational reform, to a
school wide lock down due to
a potential shooter on campus.
Connecticut College has
continued its work to reform
their educational system by
putting a new system in place
called “Connections” which
will begin in the fall of 2016.
Connections is a new look at
the classic liberal arts education, allowing students to have
more freedom in what they
want to study during their
time at the College.
The College Voice, Connecticut College’s student run
newspaper stated that the first
step towards this process will
be “integrative pathways,” a
system that is broken down
into multiple components.
The first is thematic inquiry,
“which requires each student
to take a designated course
that “presents the theme and
provides an overview of the
pathway. The second component of the program is curricular itinerary, which dictates
that each student take three
other courses, chosen from
a roster created by the pathway’s core faculty group.”
In essence, this will allow
students to follow a specialized track towards a major
without completing the usual
distribution
requirements.
Once in place, the new system
will guide students through-

Nature:
Vandalism
Medical Call
Medical Call
Medical Call
Safety Violation
Medical Call
Medical Call
Theft
Theft
Safety Issue
Vandalism
Medical Call
Medical Call
Vandalism

out their entire career at Connecticut College, eventually
culminating in a final project
that will replace their senior
thesis. “The final component
is the senior reflection...” During the fall of senior year, each
student will have the opportunity to “reflect on the different
elements of their pathway, in
the context of their overall undergraduate experience.” This
will also be connected to an
all-college symposium, where
students “will share their responses to animating questions with the College community.” The current plan is for
the “integrated pathways” curriculum to begin its take over
starting in the fall of 2018.
Further north in Clinton,
New York, Hamilton College
faced a serious scare when the
campus was put on lockdown
after a report of a suspected
gunman wandering the campus. Hamilton College’s paper,
The Spectator, stated it was
at 11:00 a.m. when a physical
plant worker called in what he
believed to be a man walking
across one of the athletic fields
dressed in full camouflage carrying a gun. The campus was
placed into lockdown, urging
students and faculty to stay indoors until the threat had been
examined more thoroughly by
the authorities.
At this point the suspected
gunman had made his way
into one of the school’s buildings, where campus security
confronted him. It turned out
the suspected gunman was
simply a student participat-

Location:
Hillside Parking Lot
The Heights
Dana Hall
Sturtevant Hall
The Heights
Cotter Union
AMS Hall
Treworgy Hall
Dana Dining Hall
Runnals Union
Dana Hall
Foss Hall
Sturtevant Hall
Piper Hall

ing in a campus wide game
between students. “The individual was part of the campus
game ‘Humans vs. Zombies’
and Security Officer Manfredo attributed the student’s
behavior to trying not to get
caught. That’s the whole purpose of the game, we get that,”
Manfredo said.
The lockdown lasted a total of 26 minutes as there
was never a real threat to the
safety of the students and faculty. However, considering
that this scare occurred so
close to school shootings in
Texas and Arizona, Hamilton
administrators wanted to take
no chances in dealing with
this potential threat. The paper noted that “Manfredo acknowledged the concern that
there might have been copycat
shooters: Any time you hear
of that you get on this heightened alert. You’re always worried about copycats, he said.
The game of Humans vs.
Zombies was disbanded by
college officials who decided
it was a bad idea given the
situation that had just unfolded, “At a time when there
is so much violence on college
campuses it’s hard to imagine that Human vs. Zombies
in its current form will continue to exist on our campus.”
This does not necessairly
mean the end for Human vs.
Zombie games in the future,
but instead of Nerf weapons,
the “humans” will now be using balled up socks to defend
themselves against the oncoming zombies.

Comments:
Damage to hood of car
Injury
Alcohol
Alcohol
Students on the roof
Alcohol
Alcohol
Mountain bike taken
Headphones and iPod stolen
Welfare Check
Broken exit sign and ceiling tiles
Alcohol
Alcohol
Bathroom stall door torn off hinges
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Colby’s Renaissance discussed at Harvest on the Square
By Gillian Katz
Online Editor
Harvest on the Square, an event celebrating local business, art, food, and
all things Waterville, took place on November 10, 2015 on Common Street,
right off of Waterville’s Main Street. The
theme of the night was the Waterville’s
renaissance and the community’s effort to re-invigorate Waterville as a hub
of culture and business. Additionally,
the speeches focused on the community working together to achieve these
improvements as a network of institutions supporting business, the arts, and
education. The event showcased Colby
student art, Alfond Youth Center photography, Common Street Arts, and ten
local artists. Additionally, there were
several musical performances, including some of the College’s a cappella
groups: the Sirens, Mayflower Chill and
the Megalomaniacs.
The main attraction of the night were
the six guest speakers: President of the
College David A. Greene, Waterville
Mayor Nick Isgro, Thomas College President Laurie Lachance, Chairman of the
Harold Alfond Foundation Greg Powell,
and Senator George Mitchell. Waterville
downtown restaurants including Amici’s
Cucina, Silver Street Tavern, Holy Cannoli & Deli, and Pagoda Express provided refreshments during the event.
Additionally, local downtown businesses
Day’s Jewelers, Paragon Shop, Loyal Biscuit and Framemakers remained open
until 8 p.m. to encourage attendees to go

into the stores. Harvest on the Square,
organized by Bill and Vicki Mitchell,
was well attended and the tent on Common Street was bustling with excitement
about the revitalization of Waterville.
Colby’s stake in the matter was quite
apparent from each speaker, highlighting
David Greene as a leader in the initiative
to improve cultural life in Downtown
Waterville. Colby, as an educational institution, is also a large supporter of the arts
and brings many visitors to Waterville
as approximately 50,000 people visit the
Colby College Museum of Art annually.
In order to accommodate these tourists, as well as provide further incentive
for visiting Waterville in the first place,
Mayor Nick Isgro feels strongly that the
city, the College, and all local businesses
can be partners in increasing the opportunity for new resources in town. A new
boutique hotel, for example, is one of the
proposed ideas to fill an empty storefront that Colby recently purchased on
Main Street.
Greg Powell, the chairman of the
Harold Alfond Foundation, spoke to
the audience from a Waterville point of
view, stating that “this town has seen difficult days, but as we can feel in the air
tonight, that this is about to change.” In
order to show how serious he is about
making change, Powell presented Common Street Arts with another donation
in addition to their previous $1.5 million check.
Speaking on behalf of Thomas College, President Laurie Lachance said she
is “looking forward to embracing a role
in Waterville’s Renaissance.” In the last

five years, Thomas has invested 32 million into the Alfond Academic Center,
new campus dorms, two community
turf fields, as well as hiring 47 new faculty members and increasing the student
body by 16%. They are also maintaining
their commitment to serving students
from Maine. In the future, Thomas plans
to build on skills to support employers
in the region especially those operating
family businesses with interns and entry levels positions to cultivate fulfilling
careers for graduates. The College also
hopes to offer free dual enrollment for local high school students to help cut down
their time in college in order to make it a
more affordable experience.
Next, Greene took the podium after
an extremely warm introduction from
Lachance. Greene, in addition to his
history with revitalizing college towns,
has championed this movement in Waterville for the last year, his first year as
Colby’s 20th president. The new plans,
Greene says, “will support the great
businesses that are already here.” He
even alluded to the idea of enticing pre
existing companies to relocate to Waterville. Greene is “very much supportive of making this a destination for arts
and culture,” and cites Colby’s Museum
of Art as “the single best college art museum in the country.”
Finally, to close out the night of inspiring speakers was George J. Mitchell,
a name you may recognize both from
his impressive political career as well
as the local school named in his honor.
Mitchell grew up in Waterville and his
father was employed by the College as a

janitor, a job that both saved his father’s
life and saved Mitchell’s family. Upon
graduation from none other than Bowdoin College and awaiting enlistment
in the army, Mitchell worked for the
College on the grounds crew. He cites
his high school English teacher, Elvira Whitten, with inspiring him to do
more and to make change in his community. He said it was Whitten who
changed his life.
Mitchell continued to delight the audience with his tales of growing up in
Waterville, his family, and his political
career. His positive attitude and encouragement for the Waterville community

President Greene addresses a large Waterville crowd.

was contagious and inspiring. He said,
“I don’t think I’ve ever had a better feeling about being from Waterville or in
Waterville than I do tonight.” In addition to thanking Whitten, Mitchell said,
“what I am and what I have done is a
product, first and foremost, of my parents and secondly of this community.”
Evidently, Waterville has been a huge
influence in both Mitchell’s life and in
his impressive political career.
In closing, Mitchell gave thanks
to the town of Waterville: “Not in
my lifetime has anyone made as big
of an impact as David Greene has
on Waterville.”
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Bates students engage in mayoral election Colby bookstore robbed
By Ellie Donohue
Copy Editor

Lewiston’s mayoral race has been
a dramatic affair, and it’s not over yet.
Last Tuesday, voters took to the polls to
choose from a field of five candidates. As
expected, Democratic newcomer Ben
Chin and incumbent Republican Robert
MacDonald came out on top, earning
44 percent and 37 percent of the votes,
respectively. Since neither candidate garnered the 50 percent of votes needed to
elect a mayor per Lewiston law, the two
will go head-to-head in a runoff election
on December 8, 2015.
The race received a great deal of attention, largely due to its polar-opposite
frontrunners. At only 30, Chin is less
than half the age of MacDonald, who
was first elected mayor in 2011. Incumbent MacDonald has always been an
outspoken conservative, and recently
made headlines with a controversial
proposal that would publicize information about welfare recipients. On the
opposite side of the spectrum, Chin ran
on a decidedly liberal platform. His “Plan
to Renew Lewiston” includes the use of
solar energy, expanded immigrant support services, and the reversal of tax cuts
to the rich. Successful fundraising efforts
allowed Chin to run an extensive campaign, but although he edged out his opponent, his supporters will need to pull

through in December in order to elect
him mayor.
One Lewiston demographic provided
Chin with a solid foundation of support: students at his alma mater, Bates
College. Bates students overwhelmingly
supported Chin over MacDonald, and
they showed up to the polls in impressive
fashion, according to reports. While it is
illegal to track the specific Bates turnout
numbers from year to year, “election
workers working in Ward 1, which includes Bates, did see a lot of new voter
registrations,” according to a November
4 Portland Press Herald article.
The mayoral race has had a notable
presence on the Lewiston campus, especially in support of Chin, according
to several Bates students interviewed.
“There have been tables around campus
every day for the past month where outof-staters can register to vote in Maine,
and just promoting Chin in general,” said
Samantha Grant ’19. “There were even
students campaigning for him by going
door to door in each campus dorm.”
During the campaign, Chin spent
time on the campus conversing with
students and even attending sporting
events. The personal relationships cultivated at Bates, where he graduated from
in 2007, helped strengthen his ties there
and motivate students to vote. These efforts were bolstered by groups on campus, including The Democratic Club.

Bates graduate will be participating in a run off election on December 8.
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Emma Goff, 20, said she was proud of
their efforts, especially in terms of easing the voting process for students. The
club set up a system in the dining hall
that helped students coordinate times to
vote. “You had to say what time you were
going over, that way there was groups
to going together,” Goff explained. She
added that the system helped lessen the
stress of students who felt uncomfortable
or intimidated going alone.
The contentious nature of the election
was another factor that drove students
to the polls. MacDonald’s blunt persona
and views on immigration and welfare
alienated some students and further reinforced their choice in Chin. “I was always
a strong supporter of Chin, but after all of
MacDonald’s inappropriate comments,
it solidified my choice to register in Lewiston as opposed to home,” said Ainsley
Jamieson, 19. Grant agreed, and said that
MacDonald’s comments on welfare gave
her a negative perception about him.
Another point of controversy in the
race came in October, when a Lewiston
landlord posted racist signs that proclaimed, “Don’t vote for Ho Chi Chin.
Vote for more jobs not more welfare.”
Chin is Asian-American. The signs
made national headlines, and sparked
outrage among local residents, Bates
students among them. Jamieson noted
that in place of normal conditioning,
the Bates men’s lacrosse team “ran from
campus to downtown to participate in
the ‘Ho Chi Chin’ protests.” The sign incident heightened awareness on campus
and prompted students to become more
involved in the race. Grant noted that she
thought “[Chin] handled the racist comments against him very professionally.”
Bates, like all NESCAC campuses,
can be very insular. Although Lewiston politics might not personally affect
Bates students on a daily basis, the link
between the campus and the city is an
important one. “Lewiston is certainly a
community that needs help right now,”
Grant said, and she and the other students interviewed by the Echo reached
the same consensus: Chin’s plans for
revitalization make him the right man
for the job. All four students interviewed
said they planned to vote in the runoff
election, which is expected to be a very
tight race. If the election goes Chin’s
way on December 8, Bates students will
be assured that their needs are being
considered in local government. “He is
a Batesie,” said Sophie Olmsted ’19. “I
know he will consider Bates in his mayoral decisions.”

By Merrill Read

Contributing Writer
An attempted robbery of the
Colby College bookstore ended
in an arrest in the Eustis parking
lot on September 18, 2015. The
Echo reached out to Head of Security Pete Chevernert, Waterville’s
Deputy Chief of Police Charles
Rumsey and Officer Matt Libby to
understand the crime. Two individuals, who appeared older than
the average college student, entered the bookstore and claimed
they wanted to sell some textbooks.
Their age and demeanor raised suspicions among the bookstore staff,
who then looked to the video cameras for evidence of textbook theft.
After the incident, Waterville’s investigative policeman, Matt Libby,
wrote a report on the incident.
Augusta police later found the individuals responsible when they attempted to commit the same crime
at the University of Maine-Augusta
bookstore. Prior to this, the pair
successfully shoplifted from other
businesses in Augusta. The clerk
at the bookstore confronted Dan
Doody, 33, and was able to recover
the stolen property. The Augusta
police tracked down Doody and
his 23-year-old girlfriend, Rhianna
Twoney, in their car in the Augusta
Wal-Mart parking lot. Both Twoney
and Doody hail from Portland,
Maine. There were warrants outstanding for Doody, and he was arrested after a confrontation outside
the store. Twoney was not charged,
but the Augusta police consulted a
database where Libby had posted
his incident report, resulting in
Twoney being charged with a summons. While Twoney was released
from the Augusta station, Doody
was moved to Cumberland County
jail, where he refused to cooperate
with Libby. While Twoney initially
said she would explain her story to
Libby, she then ceased to answer
phone calls and answer her home
door. She later claimed she only
wanted to talk to Libby if she had
a lawyer.
However, on October 20, Twoney
turned up again at the bookstore.
The staff had been on the lookout
for her, so they called security, who

then asked the police for assistance
to be on standby. When Twoney
filled her backpack full of books
and attempted to leave, security
was there to meet and arrest her.
Her bail was set at $500 cash, but
she was unable to get the money.
She was then taken to Kennebec
County jail and charged with a
Class D misdemeanor for shoplifting. Twoney was also found with
hypodermic apparatus needles,
used for drug injection, which is
also a class D crime. She will appear before the court on January 5,
2016 at Waterville district court at
8:30 a.m. The most severe possible
sentence would be a year in jail with
fine of $2,000.
The total value of the stolen texts
is around $1,000 from Colby, in
addition to thousands more from
other institutions up and down
the coast of Maine. The motive for
theft is unknown to Chenevert,
but he suspects that drugs could be
the answer:“They were looking for
quick money, which usually is drug
related,” he said. Waterville Deputy Chief Charles Rumsey noted,
“People must draw their own conclusions.” He added, “These are difficult cases because textbooks don’t
have serial codes, so it’s hard to tell
where they came from. It was a lot
of leg work, interviews, videos, and
a lot of solid police work on Officer
Libby’s part.”
Colby’s bookstore is equipped
with camera systems for “after the
fact” action. Chenevert said, “we
don’t want the clerks to confront
anyone because that is dangerous
so we get it on camera, and then get
the police involved. It is the safest
and most efficient way.” This bust
was a success for both Waterville
Police and Colby security. Catching
the perpetrators is a deterrent for
future crimes, so both departments
are content with their work. Erin
Figel ’16, a student employee in
the Colby bookstore, commented,
“Security and the Waterville police
were on top of it. They showed up
in a matter of minutes and helped
us track down the robbers who had
been hitting campus bookstores up
and down Maine. I was shocked to
hear that we had had people stealing textbooks. I’d never heard of
that being a problem at the bookstore before.”
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For Colby Hockey, Movember is More Than Just a Moustache
B y K iernan S omers
Co-Editor-in-Chief

This November, the Men’s
Hockey team will be sporting moustaches in support of
men’s health issues as the team
participates in the popular
Movember campaign. For the
third year in a row, the Colby
Mules have committed to help
raise money and awareness for

the movement. Spearheaded by
Jonathan Sdao ’16 and Michael
Decker ’18, the team looks to
top the $1,400 they raised last
year. In an inter view with the
Echo, Sdao stated that “each
year the event has snowballed
and we have always topped the
past year’s amount.”
The Movember Movement
originated in Melbourne, Australia in 2003. Friends Tra-

Jonathan Sdao has helped spearhead the Movember campaign at Colby. 

Courtesy of Colby Athletics
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vis Garone and Luke Slattery
decided they wanted to bring
the moustache back into mainstream fashion. The two recruited 30 people to attempt a
moustache with them. The following year, the “Mo Bros” decided to grow their moustaches
for a cause. They decided to
donate the funds they raised
to the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia. While Adam
Garone registered the Movement Foundation, Justin Coghlan kick-started the foundation
in Queensland, Australia. That
year, the Foundation had 480
“Mo Bros and Mo Sistas.” Since
the group started in 2003, the
movement has garnered almost
10,000 participants.
In 2006, news of the movement spread to New Zealand.
Participants in New Zealand
chose to donate to the Prostate
Cancer Foundation of New
Zealand. Having spread to a
new countr y, it took just one
more year until the movement
was an international sensation, spreading to Canada, the
US, and the UK. Last year, the
Movement Foundation ranked
72nd in the top 500 non-governmental organizations in the
world. Participation spanned
22 countries with over 4.7 million “Mo Bros” and “Mo Sistas” since 2003. The Foundation has currently raised $649
million and funded 832 men’s
health projects.
Last year, Colby participated
in a wildly successful league
wide competition. The New
England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) teams
partnered to raise $18,500, an

event coordinated by Amherst. come more connected, and comAlthough Amherst coordinat- munity night was a good way to
ed the competition, Sdao got get them involved on campus.”
the idea to bring the Movem- Decker continued, “Athletic
ber campaign to
events should be a
Colby after seeplace where locals
ing many hockey
in the community
players
support
can come to supthe movement.
port us.”
This year, NEThe team has
SCAC teams are
rallied around the
again participatmoustaches,
the
ing in Movember
symbol of the Moand hope to raise
vember campaign,
more than last
and have recently
year. The hockey
partnered
with
team has been tathe President of
bling in the spa to
the College David
raise money from
A. Greene to spur
students in addithe cause. Due to
tion to advertisthis partnership,
ing their commurelentless
fundnity night game
raising, and the
on November 28.
NESCAC compeThe team actition, the hockey
tively volunteers
team has already
in the Waterville
matched last year’s
community and,
final tally of $1,400
most
recently,
dollars. The team
players have been
is continuing to
constructing
a
network with other
new ice rink at the
NESCAC schools
local YMCA. “We
and actively sothink it is imporlicit
donations
tant to give back
and, with over two
where we can
weeks left in Noto such a great
vember, are primed
hockey commuto raise an exorbinity,” said Sdao.
tant amount of
Building on the
money for the MoMichael Decker vember campaign.
developing connections between
The men’s team
Class of 2018
the
community
is tabling in the
and the College,
spa
throughout
Decker commented that the November and would appreciteam wanted to engage the com- ate any donations in cash or
munity more: “We wanted the through their Movember fundcommunity and Colby to be- raising page on Facebook.

“We wanted
the community and
Colby to
become more
connected,
and community night was
a good way
to get them
involved on
campus....athletic events
should [also]
be a place [for
locals].”
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Students listen to Rubez Chong at Storytime. 
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Date Night Provides Escape from College Hookup Culture
B y D rew L adner

Asst. Feature Editor

“Hookup culture” is a term
often associated with social life
on college campuses. Not looking for a stable
relationship,
college students
often choose to
create a culture
of casual sex and
one-night stands
instead. Colby
is no exception.
However, college
students
often
have to deal with
the negative effects that come
with a hookup
culture.
The
most
negative
effects include a
rise of STD and
sexual violence
risk, but there
can be other effects as well.
Of
hookup
culture,
Noah
Tocci ’17 said,
“having to rely
on parties to
meet up with
someone
you
are hanging out
with or want to
hang out with,
places a lot of
pressure on people and can lead
to an unhealthy
drinking culture
as well.”
This type of culture can
also be detrimental to a dat-

ing culture, a culture which is
especially lacking in a small,
isolated college like Colby.
The lack of opportunities and
motivation to leave campus
often keeps students from exploring options
for a good date.
A d d i t i o n a l l y,
the prominent
hookup culture
can
pressure
students to take
advantage
of
hookups rather
than seeking a
stable relationship. Seeing the
lack of relationships on campus
can discourage
students
from
pursuing a relationship with
another
student. Instead of
attempting
to
get to know the
person they are
attracted to, students often opt
for the one-night
stand or casual
hookup because
it is seen as the
more widely accepted option.
These
problems
caused
Tocci to pitch his
idea for a “Date
Noah Tocci
Week” last year.
Class of 2017
Tocci
noticed
many students
who wished the
social
culture
would allow for
more opportunities to have a
healthy relationship on-cam-

“Having to rely
on parties to
meet up with
someone you
are hanging out
with or want to
hang out with
places a lot of
pressure on
people and can
lead to an unhealthy drinking culture as
well.”

pus. He approached Campus
Life and proposed an event that
would allow students an easy
opportunity for a date.
The response to Tocci’s proposal was overwhelmingly
positive. Campus Life was
on board and Mules Against
Violence took the initiative
to sponsor a “Date Week” for
the week of Valentine’s Day
last winter. This event allowed
Colby students to take their
dates into the Waterville area
and explore local restaurants
at discounted prices.
With
discounts up to 20%, many
students chose to exercise this
new option, while on-campus
options were also provided for
those without transportation.
Last year, the weeklong event
was met with success. Students
who once felt the hookup culture was affecting their ability
to find a healthy relationship
had a whole week to explore
dating culture. The success of
the event sparked Campus Life
to suggest that similar events
should occur in the future.
This past Friday, Tocci
helped organize a new Date
Night held at Bob’s dining
hall. Sponsored by the Student
Programming Board, Student
Health on Campus, Campus
Life, Student Governemnt Association, and Sodexo, Colby
students were given the chance
to explore dating culture on
campus. The event was met
with a pleasantly surprising
amount of attendees. People
who purchased a ticket were
met with a great display of food
and a nice space with which to
better get to know one another. The goal fo this event was

to provide a space were people
could intimately, or even just
casually, spend time with one
another. In that way, “Date
Night” was a success.
“It is tough to measure what
is a success
with an event
like this,” Tocci
explained. “But
the way I look at
it is if the event
facilitated
a
space in which
students appreciated and utilized (whether
that be 100+
people or just a
handful) then it
counts as a success for me.”
Though the
event has since
concluded,
hope
remains
that the social
culture
will
change at Colby enough to
accommodate
certain people’s
desire to pursue a relationship. Tocci believes that more
events
like
these can help
those people.
“My
hope
is to get these
events institutionalized and
taken on by
someone else by
the time I graduate next year
and it seems like this is fairly
feasible,” he said.

The long-term plan is not to
shift the social culture on campus overnight. Rather, the goal
is to get people thinking about
what they truly want. Students
need to learn how to maintain a
steady relationship if they ever
want to have
one after they
graduate. Creating a culture
where this is
acceptable creates more social
options.
At a
liberal arts college like Colby,
perhaps the development of a
more prominent
dating culture is
needed in order
for the social
world to match
the amount of
options and variety provided
in the academic
world. Despite
these
hopes
for
eventual
change,
Tocci believes in
small victories
as well.
“These events
hopefully help
to shift perspecNoah Tocci tive in some students and each
Class of 2017 student
that
questions
the
hookup culture
and its potential
negative aspects
[because] this
event is seen as a step in the
right direction,” he said.

“These events
hopefully help
to shift perspective in some
students and
each student
that questions
the hookup
culture and its
potential negative aspects...this
event is seen as a
step in the right
direction.”

From Policeman to Professor: The Story of Sociologist Neil Gross
said. Because of this interest,
he enrolled in University of
Staff Writer
Wisconsin to study sociology
at a graduate school that had a
This year, Colby welcomes strong focus on research in this
Professor Neil Gross, who is specific area.
joining the faculty as the chair
Although he never ended up
of the Sociology Department. researching sociology of police,
In a recent interview, he dis- this interest led him to a longcussed his past experiences, term career in sociology. After
interests, research, and what receiving his PhD, Professor
he hopes to achieve at Colby.
Gross worked at the University
Originally from the Bay of Southern California, HarArea, Professor
vard,
UniverGross
studied
sity of British
at UC Berkeley,
Columbia,
and
where he rePrinceton Uniceived his bachversity
before
elor’s degree in
joining Colby.
legal
studies,
When asked to
which included
describe why he
history, philoschose to come to
ophy and some
the College, and
sociology of law.
the appeal of
He began his caColby, and libreer as a police
eral arts schools
officer in the
in general, he
city of Berkeley,
admitted he had
but after a short
never
thought
time he realized
about
attendit was not his
ing or working
true calling. He
at liberal arts
recalled to the
schools
growcourses he had
ing up due to the
taken in college
lack of focus on
and
realized
them in Califorthe
sociology
nia.
However,
courses
were
he taught for
some of the
a short time at
most interesting
Williams
Colto him.
lege before he
He was espefinished his discially interested
sertation,
and
in the socioldescribed
that
Neil
Gross
ogy of the poas an “amazing
Professor of Sociology
lice force. “How
experience” that
the police instuck with him.
stitution works,
He
especially
what it is that
remembered the
shapes police behavior, why appeal of the “combination of
there is sometimes this discon- teaching and research” that a
nect between what policies say liberal arts job offers.
the police should do and what
Gross said he is ver y excited
police actually do, I wanted to to be working at Colby speunderstand all of that,” Gross cifically because our Depart-

B y E than S chuler

“I’m hoping
that moving
forward we’ll
be able to offer a lot more
courses that
‘Sociology of X’
but are instead
topic-based
courses on big
important issues in American society. ”

ment of Sociolog y is going
through a time of transition.
“We are going to be hiring a
number of new people starting next year, and we’re hoping to steer the curriculum
toward big topical courses,”
Gross said. “I’m hoping that
moving for ward we’ ll be able
to offer a lot more courses
that aren’t ‘ The Sociolog y of
X’ but are instead topic-based
courses on big important issues in American society.” He
is ver y excited to be chairing
the department during this
“institution-building phase.”
Gross has conducted research on a wide variety of topics, mainly sociological theor y, sociology of intellectuals,
sociology of higher education
and political sociology, and
is currently working on two
books. One is a biography of
Seymour Martin Lipset, a political sociologist, and another
is a book about “the nature of
causality in the social world,
what it means to say that one
social thing causes another,” as
he put it.
When asked what he most
likes to see in his students
here, he stated simply, “I like
it when students study.” He
explained that studies have
shown that college students
in general are studying less
and less, and that students are
not studying enough individually, which has been shown to
help students’ critical thinking
skills. Despite this slight pessimism about college work ethic
in general, Gross said that he
has been “very impressed with
Colby students so far.”
If he had not been a sociologist, Professor Gross said that
he could have imagined himself continuing to work in law
enforcement or in law in general, but said that he loves the
career he chose. “It’s great to

find answers to puzzles about
how the social world works,”
he said.
When not working on sociology, Gross spends time with his
wife and seven-year-old son.
As a newly-arrived Waterville
resident who is a California
native, he is slightly worried
about the harsh winters here,
but said with slight reassurance to himself “I don’t think

they’ll be worse than Wisconsin winters.”
Gross is clearly very knowledgeable and passionate about his field.
Liberal arts students are lucky to
have the chance to actually get to
know many great professors who
can pass on their knowledge, passion and critical thinking abilities
that have given them their own
success. Neil Gross is a great example of one of these professors.

The College welcomes Neil Gross, the new chair of the Sociology Department. 

Courtesy of Colby College
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Letter from the Editors:

Denali: an open letter to the President

Loyal Readers,
As we’re sure you’ve read on our front page, there is currently a tense
debate in our community surrounding the new restrictions on student Colby Cards. As we wrote in our editorial last week, the executive board of the Echo was deeply saddened by this half-baked solution that, in our opinion, opened the door—literally—to much more
dangerous problems. Similarly, students and administrators have
played a verbal game of hot potato for the remainder of the week.“We
had student input,” “No, you didn’t”—seems to verify SGA’s claim
that students had little choice in the matter. For the past week, the
Administration’s decision left a bad taste in student mouths, as well
as a communal riff seldom seen over the past two years. After the
announcement, many students felt the familiar ping of mistrust. We
may be students, but we are also adults. Why should the Administration be allowed to dictate our comings and goings on the weekends?
With this frame of reference, The Echo is happy to report that at
9:11 p.m. on November 10, an email notified the student body that
the policy has been retracted, pending future debate. In the coming
weeks and months, according to the email, “the College Affairs Committee, Office of Campus Life, and the SGA will work to organize
a range of opportunities for students to discuss, provide input, and
help develop solutions to these vexing issues.”
While we are still saddened that the Administration attempted to
push this policy through, we are beyond relieved and thrilled that
they have reconsidered their position. We also would like to commend SGA for listening to their constituents and putting pressure on
the Administration—sources say that SGA was planning to take the
Administration to trial for violating their contract.
For those of you who have consistently read this column, we hope that
one theme has become clear: we love this school. Most of the time,
especially in recent years, we have been thrilled by the unprecedented
levels of engagement and transparency that the Administration has
adopted. We want that to continue, so—for any administrators reading
this—please engage us. We’re the ones living in the thick of many of
these issues, and often have solutions to problems administrators may
not see. We want to work with you to make Colby even better. Just give
us the chance to. Oh, and hands off our Colby Cards.
Sincerely,

Jake Bleich & Kiernan Somers
Co-Editors-in-Chief
Carli Jaff
Managing Editor
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Dear President Obama,
On August 30, you endorsed an
order that restored the name of our
country’s tallest peak to what the
Alaskan natives have been calling it
for centuries: Mount Denali. I think
this was a wonderful gesture. While
William McKinley was a good president and deserves our recognition,
it doesn’t make sense to honor him
with a mountain he has no real
connection to, especially when the
mountain already has a name that
holds tremendous significance to
some. But of course, the issue
is more complicated than
this simple equation. I can
only imagine how much
thought went into your
decision, how difficult it
was to weigh the wishes
of Ohioans, who hold so
much pride in the name
Mount McKinley, against the
wishes of Alaskans.
And that’s the problem, Mr.
President. I can only imagine your
motivation because you never told
anyone what it was. You gave no
speeches, no explanations, no statements about the name change or
how you intended us to understand
it. It came out of nowhere. Not only
is this a slap in the face to Ohioans,
who would have wanted a say in
the commemoration of their former governor, but it also devalues
what the gesture could have meant
for the Alaskan natives. Accompanied by no apology, and representing the vision of you and your staff
rather than the American people’s,
the name change reads as little more
than political posturing.
I don’t think you intended this,
Mr. President. If the issue were
solely about the name of a mountain, the understated announcement of the name change would
have been more than sufficient. But
it wasn’t about a mountain, not really. It was about the identity of the
United States.
As I’m sure you’re well aware,
both sides of the McKinley-Denali
controversy base their claims in
history. The Koyukon Athabascans
have called the mountain Denali,
or “the high one,” for thousands of
years. Appearing in their creation

story, the mountain has always
held deep cultural significance for
the native peoples. To have the official name be mount McKinley
thus represented an insult to what
they held as sacred. In 1975, the
Alaskan legislature presented a bill
to change the name back to Denali.
The appeal was met with a compromise: the name of the park in which
the mountain is located would
change to Denali, but the name of
the mountain would stay the same.
Ohio senators blocked all subsequent appeals.
Those who defend the
name McKinley point to
the hundred-plus years
of official precedent. In
Catherine 1897, a gold prospector
by the name of William
Dunn
Dickey saw the mountain
from 40 miles away and
proposed it be named after
his favorite presidential candidate:
William McKinley, a defender of the
gold standard. After McKinley’s assassination in 1917, the Senate passed
a bill officially changing the name of
the mountain to McKinley as a way
to commemorate his legacy as a Civil
War veteran and the commander-inchief during the
Spanish-American War. Though
locals
continued to call the
mountain Denali, schoolchildren throughout
the U.S. learned
the name of our
highest peak as
Mount McKinley.
At conflict in
these
histories
are two fundamentally
opposed
visions
of America. To
support changing
the name back to
Denali is to acknowledge that
it was wrong to
change the name in the first place,
to acknowledge the arrogance inherent in every “discovery” of the new
world. It is an implicit apology for
our history of imperialism and for
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our poor treatment of the Native
American population. To support
the name McKinley, however, is to
say that we don’t have to make recompenses for our imperialistic past.
It’s not arguing that we have a perfect history, just one that’s worth celebrating despite its flaws, even if that
celebration comes into conflict with
another group’s identity. You may not
agree with the latter interpretation,
but it’s important to understand it. It’s
the reason Congress didn’t restore the
mountain’s name. To bypass Congress
and restore the name via executive order may garner the results you want,
Mr. President, but it doesn’t address
the fundamental conflict of these two
visions of the past.
If you wanted to open up a dialogue and let us examine our imperialist sins, then by all means, make
a speech and open a dialogue. Tell us
why you changed the name; tell us
why you think your vision of America is more accurate. If you wanted
to apologize for our nation’s sins
against the Alaskan natives, then by
all means, apologize. And apologize
with a promise to treat them better
in the future. Otherwise, as The Atlantic journalist David A. Graham
warns, “just as
the
renaming
of Confederate
monuments has
prompted worries that it will
distract from the
need for material changes to
improve the life
of black Americans,” the renaming of the
mountain will
remain a purely
symbolic
gesture. But to say
nothing at all
is cowardly. It
distances
you
from your decision when you
should be willing, even eager, to defend it.
I’m glad you changed the name,
Mr. President. But I wish you’d
changed the attitude behind the
name as well.
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The saga continues: the debate surrounding Clinton’s emails
pean allies on board. Consequently,
taking out Gaddafi left an immense
power vacuum in Libya—a vacuum
the U.S. and its NATO allies failed
to adequately fill. There was an assassination attempt on the British
Ambassador, and an IED even blew
a hole in the U.S. consulate’s perimeter wall. Why then, per State Department orders, was the number of
combat forces protecting the embassy reduced from 38 to nine in that
year? This is especially ludicrous
when one considers how the United
States spends over $600 billion on
defense—more than the next seven
countries combined. Why were repeated attempts by Ambassador
Stevens to get increased security repeatedly declined? And why was the
U.S. flag one of the last flags flying in
Benghazi after the British and other
allies had left their embassies?
While it may not be clear on the
surface what the planned attack on
the U.S. embassy in Benghazi has to
do with Hillary Clintons’ emails, it
actually bears tremendous importance. Clinton claims that she did
not read Ambassador
Steven’s
emails pleading
for extra security. But how
are we to corroborate this if
her entire correspondence as
Secretary of State
is
unavailable
to investigators
because Clinton
was able to delete any email at
her discretion?
This is not to say
that Clinton in
any way wanted the attack to ensue
as it did. No responsible critic would
argue this, and it is illogical to believe such, as the attack represents

The Brougham Advice Series

Cultural mockery: an open letter to that kid

Ben > human agency
I’d been sitting in the spa for half an
hour trying to come up with a topic
for this opinion piece when it hit me:
I don’t need to write anything. You
who are reading this, are a figment of
my imagination; so when you read
something, it’s really just me reading it,
and there’s really no point to me reading anything because anything I could
read would also be imaginary. Why
write and publish something if I’m the
only one who will read it?
The problem is that the Ben who
imagines the world is an expanded
form of the Ben with whom I
identify. In other words, my
consciousness is the avatar
of a great Ben who projects himself into the world
he has created in his mind.
I’m the only thing that exists in a world of imaginary
things, but I have no more
control than anyone else over
what happens.
Think of it like a dream. A dream exists entirely inside your head, but your
consciousness has no control over it.
This leads me to wonder whether I even
control my actions within my imaginary world. The odds are pretty good

Keep in mind
that you are the
product of my
imagination, which
means that you are
a part of something
far greater than
you could ever
hope to be.

that the great Ben imaginer is behind
everything I do, which is both comforting and concerning. While it would be
nice to know that I have control over my
actions, if the expanded Ben is controlling me in a world that he has created,
I would like to think he would have a
reason for having me do the things I do,
which makes me feel better about napping for the past three hours.
I consulted local imaginary construct Nico Ramirez ’18 to get his
thoughts on this matter. He asked me
about the purpose of this world model.
Does the great Ben mind exist
in another world, or is it the
entire universe? Is the brain
compartmentalized such
Ben
that different aspects of the
Brougham world represent different
parts of the mind? I admit
I’m not certain of how to
answer either of these questions. Maybe the world only exists for the brain’s amusement. Do you
really care at this point?
For anyone still reading, I have some
pieces of advice. I know you’re bummed
about being imaginary, but there are
steps you can take to improve your
quality of life inside my imagination.
First of all, keep in mind that you are
the product of my imagination, which
means that you are a part of something
far greater than you could ever hope to
be. Also nothing you do is your fault.
Eat too many donuts? There was nothing you could do about it. Kick a baby
in the mouth and vomit? That sucks,
but you couldn’t help it. And lastly, the
world is how it is whether you like it or
not, so get used to it, bub.
Tenzin Choephel ’18 has the right
attitude. “I’d be okay with it,” he stated
about the possibility of being imaginary. I don’t know why the world exists, or whether it’s worthwhile for me
to do anything that I do, but it’s not
worth the stress to worry about it. Like
Tenzin, I’m fine with whatever. And
that’s why I’m not writing a review this
week. I’m just doing what Ben tells me.

a firm foundation for critiques of
her foreign policy record. The attack
does, however, illuminate a severe
form of mismanagement, miscommunication, and misallocation of
resources on the part of the State
Department—which was under the
leadership of Clinton at the time.
To the third point in the original
article—that the motive behind the
private server was to obscure her
involvement in other scandals—Mr.
Bleich curtly dismisses the issue,
claiming that it is “purely speculation on the part of Mansfield.” Well,
I would urge all readers to look into
the New York Times article chronicling the sale of Uranium One and
Clinton’s involvement in it. And if
that is not adequate, I would recommend a book that the article discusses at length, Clinton Cash, as it
provides an extremely detailed and
well-sourced account of the various
ethical transgressions on the part of
the Clintons and their eponymous
foundation. The Clinton camp
merely responded to the book’s release by pointing out “seven or eight
factual inaccuracies” in the 250page book, some
of which are as
minute as correcting the number of speeches
given by Bill
Clinton
from
three to one in a
certain instance.
Mr.
Bleich
goes as far to
say that neither
the article nor
the book offers a “shred of
evidence”
to
support the claim. This is the precise terminology that the Clinton
campaign representative uses to
refer to the scandal when quoted

in aforementioned the New York
Times article. This is not even the
Clinton Foundation’s representative, but rather someone from the
Clinton campaign! And Mr. Bleich
calls me “selective?” In fact, there
is a prodigious amount of evidence
supporting the claim. It simply requires an objective analysis of the
facts detailed in the article and not
the polished political pabulum of a
campaign spokesperson.
If the Uranium One scandal does
not demonstrate the importance of
public and investigative scrutiny
over Clintons’ emails, then another
one might do the trick. Fortunately,
the Clinton dynasty has a lot of relevant material. For instance, when
President Obama appointed Clinton as Secretary of State, an agreement was struck between him and
Clinton, whereby Clinton agreed
to cease accepting donations from
foreign governments to the Clinton Foundation. In February of this
year, The Washington Post reported
that the Clinton Foundation had
“accepted millions of dollars from
seven foreign governments during
Hillary Rodham Clinton’s tenure as
secretary of state.”
What does all of this show? It
demonstrates that Clinton is controlling and does not play by the rules.
Does this mean she will not make a
good President if elected? No, not
necessarily; she is clearly qualified
for the job. As Marco Rubio said in
a Republican debate, “If this election
were a résumé contest, then Hillary
Clinton will be the President.” The
question is whether or not Hillary
meets the ethical standards required
to be President. To many in this
country it appears that she does. To
some of us, however, who still believe
that the President ought to be transparent and honest to the electorate,
by every measure, Clinton does not
meet this standard.

Several weeks ago, I wrote a piece mendous importance when considin The Echo entitled, “Why Hillary’s ering the plethora of other scandals
Emails Matter.” This engendered Clinton is involved in.
positive debate among my peers and
Mr. Bleich readily concedes my
professors, and enticed Co-Editor- second point, that this move on the
In-Chief, Jake Bleich ’16, to weigh in part of Clinton puts national secuon the issue. While critical of my as- rity secrets at risk. He does, however,
sessment, Mr. Bleich’s contribution, add the caveat that the investigation
“Political Theater: why Hillary’s has not yielded any evidence of a
emails are a non-Issue,” is a welcome breach. He neglected to include the
addition to the debate.
fact that the investigation is ongoing
The issue of Hillary Clinand has not released all of its
ton’s private email server
findings yet. Furthermore,
has been the primary
whether or not the server
reason why two-thirds
was hacked isn’t the only
Ian
of Americans question
consideration. The fact
Mansfield that Clinton was willing
Clinton’s honesty, according to an Associated
to put such important sePress poll conducted in
crets at increased risk for
October of 2015. Voters
her own “convenience” is
question her motives for using
concerning in itself.
a non-governmental email, whether
As to the first point in my article
or not they are related to the vari- about the importance of recordous scandals plaguing the Clinton ing Clinton’s tenure, Mr. Bleich
dynasty, and what this reveals about responds by narrowly refuting my
the character of the Democratic proposed contrast of Clinton and
frontrunner in the Presidential elec- Powell. In the article I stated that
tion of 2016.
Powell had not used his private
As I laid out in my first article, email for official business, followthere are three main concerns re- ing statements he made on Meet
garding Hillary’s use of a private the Press on September 6 of this
email. First, the fact that Clinton was year. Mr. Bleich quotes a conflictable to delete any emails exchanged ing statement from Powell’s biograduring her tenure as Secretary of phy, and cautions me to “do a little
State, at her complete discretion, more fact checking in the future.”
should raise concerns. This becomes Not only is this an odd indictment
especially important when you con- seeing how Mr. Bleich is the editorsider that an American ambassa- in-chief, tasked with preserving the
dor was killed on her watch, after factual accuracy of The Echo, but it
repeatedly emailing for increased also diverts attention from the real
security for months (Clinton claims issues—much like the claim Mr.
she did not read those emails). Sec- Bleich makes about the email scanondly, that these emails put some of dal. I sympathize with Mr. Bleich
our nation’s dearest diplomatic and and his efforts to make this a debate
strategic secrets in jeopardy, as the about semantics because, let’s face it,
emails were controlled by a private the facts are pretty damning:
server and not the U.S. government.
Hillary Clinton was Secretary of
Finally, that the motives behind her State during the NATO-led invasion
decision to bypass protocol and of Libya whereby Gaddafi was remaintain complete control over her moved from power. Clinton spearcommunications should bear tre- headed the effort by getting Euro-

The question is
whether or not
Hillary meets
the ethical
standards
required to
be President.

What follows here is a true account of how a happy Halloween
turned into a crappy one. So let’s
start from the beginning, the day
before. So…it’s Hallows Eve and,
like every other day before a festive
holiday at college that requires some
kind of dressing up, I have nothing.
I scavenged through my “costume
chest” with no luck. No matter how
many times I looked at that Cookie
Monster onesie that my mom had
given me for Christmas, and at that
brown furry vest, which by my last
year at Colby I’ve already used
to mimic every woodland
creature possible, I knew
Ramon
I needed something new.
I needed something
Arriaga
original,
something
funny, quirky or creative;
I craved a kick-butt Halloween costume. Since my
trunk yielded nothing, I proceeded to search my mind for ideas,
only to find, once again, nothing.
Luckily for me inspiration, came
in the form of, a childhood classic movie, “The Emperor’s New
Groove.” By the end of the night I
had assembled a team. I was to play
the role of Kronk, Yzma’s trusted
advisor, and I was to be joined by
a squirrel to engage me in “Squeek
sqeek squikum” conversations. But
before we could do any of that, a dear
friend questioned the ethics of the
whole thing, and claimed we could
potentially be offending people. So
instead, we settled on Justin Bieber
and the girls from his SORRY music
video. And it was great: I borrowed
someone’s tattoo arm sleeve, threw
on my Tims, a pair of black skinny
jeans and the baggiest white tee I
could find. I channeled the kind of
personality that gets 200,000 plus
signatures on a White House petition demanding my deportation,
and had a hell of a Halloween.
I tell you this story not to simply
boast about what a good time I had
this past Halloween, but instead to
depict how finding a costume should
work. Step 1: You should see what’s

available. I’m busy, you’re busy, I get
it, not everyone has time for a WalMart run the day of Halloween.
Step 2: think about it. But like actually think about it. Don’t just stop
for 30 seconds, take your time. Ask
yourself: have you done it before,
is everyone and their sister going to be wearing the same thing,
are you dressing up as something
you’re not, or know nothing about?
If the answer is yes, then you probably should rethink your costume
choice. Step 3: Talk to friends and
people you trust about your
decision. They will hopefully (I pray to Dios) call
you out on it if it’s dumb,
boring, or distasteful.
Unfortunately
this
process isn’t always followed. Some people fail
to realize, or just flat out
decide not to take their fellow
human beings into consideration.
This year my Halloween went from
happy to crappy for this exact reason. By the end of that night, I had
bumped into, spoken to, or yelled
at a total of five fellow students
dressed as Mexicans. Each donned
the same last-minute, uncreative
costume: a sombrero, a poncho, and
a moustache. And I get it, you found
these props at Wal-Mart, or maybe
they were in your friends “costume
trunk,” or maybe you found the
same sweet deal online that Sodexo did when they decorated their
“Cantina” section. But regardless of
where you found it, you shouldn’t
wear it, because it makes a mockery
out of others.
That night I felt helpless, ostracized and attacked. And while these
may be heavy words, they’re true. At
some point that night, after seeing X
number of people trying to emulate
my culture, I cracked. I yelled at the
top of my lungs because I was desperate. I was desperate for someone
to acknowledge how messed up
this whole thing is. The notion “it
doesn’t pertain to me, so it doesn’t/
shouldn’t matter to me” won out

once again. But in all honesty, I guess
I should not have expected anything
better from Colby. This isn’t the
first time I’ve seen gross negligence
on this on campus. Be it two frat
stars dressing as geishas last year,
a Mexican-themed fiesta in Grossman my sophomore year, or someone dressed as Treyvon Martin my
freshman year. I expected to see the
same thing again this year to some
degree, but what I didn’t expect was
for it to hit so close to home. And
when I say that, I mean two specific
individuals - one who proudly stated his costume portrayed Pablo Escobar (the notorious mass murderer
and Columbian drug king-pin), and
a certain someone who had the ignorance and sheer audacity to answer, when asked what his costume
was, that he was not dressed as just
a Mexican but a Cartel member.
And when asked what cartel, he answered the “one that kills people.”
Now, I don’t hold a PhD in the
history of costumes, but in my
mind costumes are worn for four
reasons: tradition, emulation, celebration, or mockery. And personally, I think it’s safe to say that the
latter that fuels our decisions on
Halloween. If we take this to be
true then I can’t help but be wicked
pissed (to use a colloquial term).
Because that would mean that
these two individuals not only decided to appropriate Latin culture,
but decided to emulate individuals
who are in the business of extortion
and mass murder. To date, Mexico
has seen approximately 164,000 civilian deaths because of the Drug
War. It’s a staggering number that
not only includes members of my
family but has also steadily outpaced the combined death tolls in
Afghanistan and Iraq. And perhaps you think you’re up to speed
because of the new Netflix original
series Narcos, but let me tell you
personally, you are dead wrong.
I want Colby to be better, I know
Colby can be better, and there’s no
question that it should be better.
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Powder and Wig delivers intimate performance of “Some Girls”
Down in the cellar of Runnals, located at the bottom of a
long set of stairs, lies a small
black-box theater; a simple set depicting a hotel
room acts as the setting for each of the five
scenes in Some Girl(s),
directed by Katherine
Kibler ’16.
The play, originally
written by Neil LaBute, follows the quest of a man seemingly asking for a
clean slate from
a series of exgirlfriends. This
daunting task relays itself in what
is essentially an
hour and a half of
straight
speech,
a slew of quick
exchanges
between five women
(played in order
of appearance by
Charlotte Purcell
’19, Olivia Gould
’16, Chelsea Regan ’17, Morgan
Springer ’17, and
Meghan Fawcett
’16, and one guy,
who is smoothly
and
excellently
played by Cole
Walsh ’19.
Each of the five
scenes take place
in hotel rooms
in different cities
(although Seattle
appears
twice)
and follows the same type of dialogue: the man is getting married and wants to tie up loose
ends. However, the twist comes
in the form of his admittance of
his purpose and in the varied
relationships he has with each
specific woman. There’s the high
school sweetheart, the adventurous sexy one, the professional
affair, the one that got away, and
the childhood acquaintance.

Breakout star Walsh did a
fantastic job carrying the show
on his shoulders. “[He’s]
a sweet and adorable
person. He rose to the
Cleo occasion in the most
Aukland incredible way,” commented Kibler. “I’m really just obsessed with
everyone in the cast.
They’re fantastic.”
On his part, Walsh said “the
character is really interesting…
I’ve never played
a part like this. It’s
like stepping into
new shoes. It was
a great learning
process… I’m really honored. It’s
an incredible cast,
fantastic
crew,
and an excellent
support system.”
The five women in the show
crafted
their
scenes with individual touches
and quirks that
made the audience believe each
of the relationships. Each scene
was fraught with
emotion as every
woman acted in
a real and elegant
manner.
Most
Cole Walsh
notable was the
shouting
scene,
Class of 2017
masterfully done
by Morgan Springer and Walsh,
where they yelled a combination
of personal insults and deceit
that were gritty, raw, vulnerable,
and ugly. Additionally, Fawcett
portrayed incredible intensity
and finesse in her scene focusing on inappropriate touching.
The character of Guy, purposefully void of a name, went
about his travels with a selfish
motive to be free of guilt from
past relationships. Throughout

“The character is really
interesting…
I’ve never
played a part
like this. It’s
like stepping
into new
shoes. It was a
great learning
process...”

Pen to Paper

Members of Powder and Wig give an intimate performance of “Some Girl(s).” 

his quest, he remained ignorant
of how he brought up repressed
memories that would have been
better left alone, and didn’t think
about the lives he was disrupting. This overarching theme,
combined with making people
feel used, abandoned, and forever altered, made the audience
pause and think. These traits
are real, applicable to life, and
Some Girl(s), a title attributed to
each girl in turn by Guy, brought
them to harsh reality.
Interestingly enough, LaBute
originally wrote four scenes and
added the fifth one later. This
interaction included heavy
material that could only be
approached by an actor really
willing to take it on. “I thought,

if we don’t get someone who we
feel like can handle it, we won’t
do it...The actress we have handles it really poignantly. I’m
really glad to have it. It would
be really lacking without it,”
Kibler said on her experience
directing such an emotionally trying show. Indeed, each
scene tackled difficult parts of
relationships and varied from
screaming matches to tears to
seduction to stripping. The intense emotion of the last scene,
starkly contrasted from the
angry, aggressive yelling from
the scene before, was delivered
with the gentle delicacy the
subject matter needed. There
was a tenderness portrayed by
the actors in the entirety of the

Courtesy of Zach Schutzman ’16

show into which we were invited, by this intimate theater,
and by the familiarity, angst,
and love both lost and retained
by these people.
With the help of a phenomenal cast, the result of Some
Girl(s) was a true look into the
lives of people who were real and
made you think about your own
life and effect on other people.
The entire cast and crew deserves praise for putting on such
an incredible show and for making us stop for a moment and
reevaluate how we treat people.
We’re all human, and our interactions and how we make people
feel truly matter, and we must
thank them all for reminding us
of that.

Screen Pass

Portrait of a young rebel

Raspberries

By Emily Malinowski

by Michaela Morris

Assistant A&E Editor

Austria, 1941 –
between the fence slats in this camp
& amid unwashed bodies –
ribs protruding from shells of skin
the hard heels of German boots
a vine curved,
		
a soft, green limb
and she was six and playing here,
the grubby dirt under her nails,
fairy curls matted
found this:
a raspberry – red like blood, like an apple, like the sun
sinking into the ocean at night and wrapped it in a leaf and all day she saved it and in
the night, before bed she
gave
the little parcel to her bedmate
the pleasure
in having something to give

Educator Evenings
Nov. 12
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Museum-wide

Broadway Musical
Revue
Nov. 12-13
7:30 p.m.
Page Commons

Colby Jazz Band
Nov. 14
7:30 p.m.
Given Auditorium

Theater of War
Nov. 15
2:00 p.m.
Page Commons

On October 9, 2012, a Taliban gunman sent to kill one of
the extremist group’s main targets shot 15-year-old Malala
Yousafzai in the left side of her
forehead. She was on her way
home from school in Pakistan’s
Swat Valley when the gunman
pulled her bus over. Yousafzai’s
tenacious public advocacy for
girls’ education rights in Pakistan did not sit well the Taliban,
who issued her a death sentence
earlier that year. Yet, after four
successful years of activism,
Yousafzai was not ready to end
her revolutionary pursuit for
girls’ education just yet—regardless of the Taliban’s attack
on her life.
“He Named Me Malala” is a
film that follows Yousafzai as
she navigates her private and
public life since the attack. It
features her efforts to improve
the educational infrastructure
for girls in countries such as
Nigeria, revealing the work that
made her the youngest Nobel
Peace Prize laureate ever.
Directed by Davis Guggenheim (“An Inconvenient
Truth”), the documentary focuses on Yousafzai’s story as she
tells it—alternating between
interviews and footage filmed
after her shooting, and media
content from the years leading
up to it. Containing some of the
themes that Yousafzai touched
upon in her book I Am Malala,

the two-hour film highlights
her accomplishments, daily activities, and goals for the future.
It’s hard to fathom the scope
of Yousafzai’s day-to-day life.
Take, for example, one scene
that shows her giggling at a
video of the Despicable Me minions in her family’s home in
Brigham, London. This fleeting
moment of innocence is interrupted by a phone call from a
journalist: “Malala, the Taliban
says that they will kill you if
you ever return to Pakistan,” the
voice says. “What do you think
about this?”
Another
scene
shows
Yousafzai speaking before hundreds of influential people at
the United States Senate. She
narrates, “Some people think,
‘Malala is lucky—she’s now
with Hillary Clinton, she’s with
Bono, she’s with rock stars.’ But
on the other side, I get homework as well.”
The film also centers on
the indivisible bond between
Yousafzai and her father, exhibiting their tenacity as fighters for educational rights. Both
refused to halt their efforts after their forced relocation to
London from Pakistan. This
is where He Named Me Malala abandons the hagiographic
clichés that are common in so
many documentaries.
Ziauddin Yousafzai’s story
is equally as captivating as
his daughter’s—overcoming a
speech impediment as a child
taught him the ineffable power
of speech. This is an important

value that he has instilled in
Malala’s mind. She reflects on
his determination to be heard,
saying, “One thing that I notice
in my father—even if he stammers for one minute, he will
try to say that word. He never
stops. If you have a stammer,
you can just stop it, and you
can say another word instead.
But my father never does that.”
Throughout the film, we are
reminded of Yousafzai’s incredible courage in combating the
Taliban’s forces and in confronting the issues of education that so many societies refuse to acknowledge. However,
it is important to recognize the
new struggles that Yousafzai
must face as she transitions between homes. The film is somehow able to skirt over this fact,
showing only a few short scenes
that barely reveal the strife associated with adapting to a new
culture, people, and surroundings. At one point, Yousafzai’s
interviewer comments that she
doesn’t like to discuss her sadness, to which she replies “yes.”
In this sense, the film does not
succeed in transcending the
drawbacks of the kind of celebrity lifestyle imposed by Western values.
Aside from its few predictable flaws, the film’s message is
clear. When Yousafzai is asked
if she ever gets angry, she replies, “Islam teaches us humanity, equality and forgiveness.”
This is a valuable and, ironically, highly educational film.
Go see it.
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Davis Curricular Gallery adds Middlebury students
dimension across disciplines recreate “Sorry” video
BY MICHAELA MORRIS
Staff Writer

Walk through the glass double doors in the museum lobby, make a left-hand turn, and
visitors to the Colby College
Museum of Art will find themselves in the Davis Curricular
Gallery. The gallery is a large,
rectangular, white-walled room
with frames neatly-spaced on the
walls, and a sculpture that stands
regally at the far
end of the room.
However
the
function of this
gallery is slightly
different
than
that of the other
rooms in the museum. At the start
of each semester,
Curator of Academic Programs
at the Museum
Shalini Le Gall,
works with faculty members to select works that relate specifically to
themes in various
classes and these
pieces are on display throughout
the term. Departments that utilize the space span across the
curriculum, and include classes
in anthropology, art, English,
environmental studies, French,
Italian, history and Spanish.
American Studies Professor
Benjamin Lisle has used the gal-

lery in the past. He thinks that
the curricular gallery is a valuable piece of the museum, saying
“We use the curricular gallery
to develop our skills of visual
analysis and interpretation.”
Other professors use the gallery
in similar ways, asking students
to analyze the works displayed
there and write papers or complete projects that connect these
works of art to the subjects of
the class.
Essentially, the
curricular gallery
offers
students
the opportunity
to connect their
findings in their
class to other areas of academics.
Professor
Lisle
developed
on
this idea saying
“I think it’s useful for students to
work with some
art
historians
and curators like
Shalini Le Gall
and Lauren Lessing—experts who
approach visual
sources from different angles than
I do and bring
different
questions to these visual texts.”
Philosophy Professor Lydia
Moland has also worked with
the Davis Curricular Gallery
in the past. In the 2013-2014
academic year, Professor Moland and her Philosophy and
Art class worked with Mirken

“...the curricular gallery
offers students the opportunity to
connect their
findings in
their class to
other areas of
academics. ”

Director of Academic and Public Programs Laura Lessing to
select art works that related to
the year’s humanity theme to
display in the gallery. As the
theme was Censorship Uncovered, students chose works
that had been censored or dealt
with censorship. The students
designed and produced a visitor’s guide to explain why the
particular works were included
and did a public presentation
evening to unveil the studentcurated exhibition. “It’s amazing to have students working
with actual art works. It makes
the experience much more immediate and rewarding,” Professor Moland said, speaking on
the significance of the project.
The Davis Curricular Gallery
is just one of the ways students
can use the museum as a learning space. The Langlais Teaching Gallery is another platform
for students to connect with the
museum and utilize the space
as a learning resource. The two
spaces differ, though. While the
works in the Davis Curricular
Gallery are on display throughout the term, pieces in the Langlais gallery are pulled out of
storage for one class period.
Professor Lisle speaks to the
significance of these spaces in
the museum, saying, “For me,
it makes the museum seem
like less of a quiet, sacred
place of authority and more
of a playground of ideas—another set of texts that should
be included in conversations
with television shows and
magazine advertisements.”

front of a camera.” In addition
to the filming process, the girls
A&E Editor
put additional work into practicing some of the choreograFor anyone who’s even re- phy before Izzy Fleming ’17 put
motely tapped into pop music it all together during what was
right now, they’ll be familiar roughly five hours of editing.
with Justin Bieber’s new single
Of the attention the video
“Sorry” off of his upcoming al- has received thus far, Dineen
bum “Purpose.” The song, which explained that it has all been a
debuted at number two on the big surprise: “We actually had
Billboard
Hot
it saved on a pass100, has sparked
word-protected
massive fanfare,
Vimeo [account],
largely in part due
but Snap Chats
to its accompanyduring the filming music video
ing process made
featuring dancers
it onto the NEfrom the ReQuest
SCAC Story and
Dance Crew and
people started to
The Royal Family
show interest.”
dance crew.
As for how it
Since the release
all came together,
of the video, there
Dineen said Flemhave been a numing deserves much
ber of responses
of the credit: “She
to the song. Most
came up with the
recently, a group
idea, was the filmof junior women
maker and editor
from Middlebury
of the video, and
College recreated
has some killer
the video, and in
dance
moves!
just five days, the
This was definiteMeg
Dineen
video has garly a collaborative
Middlebury Student
nered over 22,000
effort, but she deviews on Youserves some seriTube.
ous credit.”
One of the co-creators of the
Perhaps the best part of the
video, Meg Dineen ’17, wrote process, according to Dineen,
in a Facebook correspondence: was the freedom the girls felt
“We spent a total of four hours while making it. Dineen wrote,
filming the video, which basi- “We felt really comfortable in
cally consisted of listening to our bodies and our sexuality
‘Sorry’ on repeat and having a throughout the entire process
great time goofing around in of filming.”

BY TERRY O’CONNOR

“We felt really
comfortable
in our bodies
and our
sexuality
throughout
the entire
process of
filming.”

JOKAS ’
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!
Featuring Maine’s largest
selection of beer and wine!
Plus the largest selection of domestic and import beers in Central Maine!
Come in and check out our
weekly specials!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine.

207-873-6228
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M. Basketball looks to set X. Country finishes
high standards for season strong at ECACs
By James Burlage
Contributor

Looking to bounce back from
their eighth-place finish at the
NESCAC championships, Men’s
Cross
Country
headed to Williamstown on Saturday
to compete in the
East Coast Athletic
Conference
(ECAC) championship. Despite the
Mule’s top runners,
including
Maine
State
Champion
and All-NESCAC
honoree Silas Eastman ’17, sidelined
in preparation for
the New England
Division III Championships on the 14th, the Mules
still looked to have a strong outing. With a score of 145 and Tom
Barry placing 13th, Colby finished fourth for the second year
in a row. Alongside Barry, who
earned All-ECAC honors with
a time of 27:7.77 over the 8-km
course, Chase Brown ’16 finished 27th (27:39.71) and Tom
O’Shea ’17, Andrew Estrada ’16
and Noah Barreto ’19 all placed
in the top 40. Showcasing their
depth, Amherst, the winners of
the NESCAC championship last
weekend, continued their successful season with a score of 53
and subsequently winning the

ECAC championship. Williams
and Middlebury placed in between the champions and fourth
place Colby.
Although the top Colby
Women’s Cross Country runners remained inactive as well,
they still looked
to have a strong
showing
against
the 46 other teams.
Mackenzie Hitchcock ’16, with a
time 24:26.03 over
a 6-km course,
led the barren of
Mules to another
ninth place finish
with a score of 312.
Adrienne Carmack
’18 clocked a time
of 24:38.62 (44th)
whilst Mahal Alvarez-Backus ’19,
Elizabeth Holland ’19 and Margo
Buys ’19 placed sub 100th. With
an impressive score of 45, Tufts
narrowly beat out the University
of New England (63) to win the
ECAC championship.
Although a fourth and ninth
place finish are respectable accomplishments, the Mules now
look ahead to arguably the two
most season-defining meets of the
season: the New England Div III
Championships at Waterford, CT
on November 14 and the Nationals
at Winneconne, WI on November
21. The Mules are on their final lap
of the season, and hoping to make
it a successful one.

The Mules are
on the final lap
of the season,
and hope to
make it a successful one.

Colby Men’s Basketball looks ahead to this season, expecting nothing short of a NESCAC title.

this year’s roster. They also constitute
the first recruiting class under the
Staff Writer
new coaching staff, and they have
been crucial in the team’s recent deOn November 1, the Colby’s velopment. These veterans will bring
men’s basketball team kicked off their experience and skill sets to a
what it hopes to be its best sea- team that will hopefully continue its
son in recent years. The past few trend of improvement.
seasons have been
Injuries proved to
about building the
be an obstacle for
foundation for a
last year’s group, so
competitive team,
staying healthy is
and under the
an important obguidance of head
jective for this seacoach amd alum
son. While this is
Damien Strahorn
not always a factor
’02, this year holds
under a team’s constrong potential.
trol,
maintaining
After
assistant
a healthy mindset
coaching
under
is—which is anthe esteemed Dick
other essential goal
Whitmore, Strahorn
for this year’s team.
took the reins in the
“When you have a
2011-2012 season,
championship as a
and the program
goal, it is easy to get
Damien Strahorn ’02
has only improved
caught up in the end
Men’s Basketball Coach
since. As his fifth
result,” says coach
season gets underStrahorn. “We have
way, Strahorn and
to keep a daily focus
his team are eager to prove them- on getting better and playing the
selves in both the league and the game the right way.” If they can
NCAA. With a strong veteran core, achieve this, the 2015-16 Mules
depth behind it, and a coaching staff will have a good chance of reachthat has instilled a new confidence ing that championship.
in the team, the group is pushing
March is a long way off, however,
forward with a very specific goal in and there is a lot of playing to be done.
mind: a NESCAC championship.
The season will get underway on NoSeven seniors, spearheaded by vember 20 at Worcester Polytechnic
captains Chris Hudnut ’16 and Luke Institute, and November 24 will mark
Westman ’16, make up the bulk of the first home game against Thomas

B y G race B ucking

“We have to
keep a daily
focus on getting better
and playing
the right way”

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

College. The last two games of the
first semester will be played at home
against Bowdoin and Bates, and these
two NESCAC competitions will be
followed by a trip all the way to Orlando, Florida, where the Mules will
compete in the Land of Magic Classic
at the end of December. This tournament is one of the largest Division III
basketball events in the country, and
it is an exciting opportunity for this
year’s Mules. It will provide an opportunity for growth on the court, considering the Mules will be competing
against two very tough opponents, St.
Scholastica and Mount Union, but it
will allow for team development off
the court, as well. The tournament will
be a tough test for the Mules, however,
and when they return, things won’t
get any easier.
NESCAC play will present a fair
challenge in itself. Around the league,
there are many teams that haven’t lost
a significant number of players to
graduation. “I think any night anyone
will be able to beat anyone,” remarked
Strahorn. The Mules will only play four
league games at home this year, which
will prove to be a challenge, but still
aim to “[establish] a consistently high
level of play over the [league] games…
The team that does that will likely become champions come early March.”
A deeper team and improved defensive play will allow the 2015-2016 Mules
to make great strides from last season.
Colby’s Men’s Basketball will continue to
build on their pre-existing strengths, and
they are looking forward to a great year.

Devastator of the Week

Colby Football suffers 28-10
loss to Tufts on Senior Day
B y R uss O llis
Staff Writer

The Colby College football
team hoped that on Senior
Day they could gather an allimportant New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) win as the Jumbos
of Tufts University came into
town. Unfortunately, on Saturday, November 7, the Mules fell
short of their goal of capturing
their second victory of the year
as they lost 28-10.
Tufts jumped out to an early
lead as the Jumbo’s running back
Chance Brady took the handoff,
found a hole, and ran 65 yards
for the score. After a quiet rest
of the first quarter, the Mules
punted in the middle of the sec-

ond quarter. Following an impressive runback from Tufts returner Mike Rando, Brady again
took the handoff and bumped it
outside and found the endzone,
this time from 49 yards out. Colby would go 41 yards before the
half to get on the board as John
Baron ’18 hit his collegiate-long
field goal from 37 yards out to
make the score 14-3.
The momentum from the late
Colby score quickly vanished as
the second half began. Rando
took the opening kickoff to
the house 85 yards to put the
Jumbos up 21-3 early in the
third quarter. Tufts would add
an insurance touchdown on
their next possession as they
marched down the field to
make the deficit even greater
for Colby at 28-3.

Colby would earn a touchdown early in the fourth quarter as Jabari Hurdle-Price ’17
punched it in on a one-yard
touchdown run to make the
score 28-10. Quarterback Gabe
Harrington ’17 was impressive
on the drive, as he made crucial
throws to Sebastian Ferrell ’19,
Mark Snyder ’18, and Braden
Wilson ’17.
Tufts only had a slight edge
in terms of overall yards, beating the Mules 325-320. Oddly
enough, Colby held the edge in
first downs as well, managing
20 of their own against Tufts’
14. The Mules dropped to 1-6
overall and will travel to Brunswick, Maine next weekend
as they wrap up their season
against their rivals, the Bowdoin Polar Bears.

Donaldson ’16 has been an unstoppable force on the court in her senior year

Courtesy of Colby Athletics

Kim Donaldson ’16
Sport: Volleyball
Position: Middle Blocker
Hometown: Colorado Springs, CO
Why: Donaldson has been impressive in her senior year
with the Mules, being named NESCAC Volleyball Player of the
Week early this season. She has proved a powerful force on
the court, finishing her career with 881 kills and 310 blocks.
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Volleyball ends sea- Woodsmen finish historic
son with tough loss season with another victory
By Jamie Schwartz
Contributor

The Colby women’s volleyball
team played their final match of
the season in a quarterfinal match
against defending NESCAC champions Williams on Friday night.
Unfortunately, the Mules were
unable to overcome the tough
opposition,
allowing Williams
(18-10 overall) to advance to the
championship where they would
ultimately lose to champions Bowdoin. Despite losing 3-1, Colby put
up a good fight, and finished off
their season with a 14-12 record
(2-8 in the NESCAC).
Colby capitalized early in the
game by winning the first set, beginning with a 9-4 lead. Colby’s
strong defensive plays eventually
led to a 19-10 margin. The Ephs cut
the gap late in the set to 24-18 before the Mules finished it off, winning 25-18.
After gaining a 6-0 lead from
Kim Donaldson’s ’16 opening kill
and Paige Hanssen’s ’19 five consecutive serve points in the second
set, the Ephs fought back to win
the next three sets 25-17, 25-18
and 25-16 respectively, securing
their playoff advancement.
Both teams demonstrated competitive play in the third set, with
Williams finishing with 17 kills and
Colby finishing with 12. The Mules
held a short lead at 11-10, and later
managed to tie the set at 15 apiece,
but the Ephs took the next 10 out of
13 points to seal the win.
Williams dominated the last set
after gaining a 4-0 lead. Colby tied
the set 7-7, before the Ephs pulled

away. Despite ending the season on
a hard loss, Williams coach Christi
Kelsey was quoted on Williams’ athletics website saying that she “has to
give Colby a ton of credit because
they came out fired up and ready to
go for the first set and a half.”
Donaldson, who was featured
earlier in the season as a NESCAC
Player of the Week, had 11 kills
and eight blocks in her final match,
making her career total 881 kills
and 310 blocks. Natalie Roy ’16
finished her career out with 1,307
digs, 11 coming from this match.
Sarah Arvidson ’16 also rounded
out her final match with the Mules
with 11 digs and six kills. Other
stars of the match included Karolina Serhan ’17 with six kills, Molly
Manuel ’19 with 13 assists and
eight digs, and Alexa Busser ’17
with four blocks.
This year, Colby had their best
regular season record since 2005,
and competed in the playoffs for
the first time since 2012. Sophomore Emily Moslener ’18, who
had 16 assists in the quarterfinal
match, says: “I know we set some
pretty high expectations for ourselves and overall we were happy
with how the season went. There
was a point in the middle of the
season where we weren’t exactly
seeing the results we wanted but
I think we were able to snap out
of that slump rather quickly and
start playing to our full potential again.”
With many young players on
the team, Moslener included,
there is a lot of room for future
growth. “It’s sad that the season is
over,” she adds, “but I am proud
of how we played as a team.”

Colby on Deck

The Colby Woodsmen finished a historic season, with the women being the first American team to win in Canada in over 25 years

By Will Levesque
Co-Sports Editor

Coming off impressive seasons thus
far, hopes were high for both the men
and women of the Colby Woodsmen
team as they went into their last meet of
the season this past Saturday at the University of New Hampshire. On beautiful
fall day in Durham, both teams went on
to deliver solid results to cap off yet another strong season for one of New England’s most respected woodsmen teams.
The women again demonstrated
their undeniable skills coming in first
place at UNH. The win was their third
in as many meets, further asserting
their dominance as a top team in the
region. Their season began strong on
September 26 at nearby Unity College
in, where strong individual performances carried the team to victory.
Alyssa Andrews ’17 won the Single
Buck and placed in both the Horizontal and Vertical Chop, while Captain
Julia Rogers ‘16 came first in both
chop events. The women also domi-

nated the team Bow Saw and Log Deck
events, taking a firm lead and going on
to win a resounding victory.
The highlight of the women’s season,
however, came on October 17 at the
University of New Brunswick. Since
woodsmen competitions are traditionally dominated by Canadian teams,
the prospect of an American win on
Canadian soil seemed unlikely. Undeterred, the women went on to take the
first UNB win in Colby history, as well
as the first win for an American team in
over 25 years. Andrews again put in a
strong showing, taking first in the Vertical Chop, backed up by Captain Emily
Berry ‘16, who took first in the Super
Swede Saw and second in the horizontal chop. Berry ’16 described the victory, saying, “Winning in Canada was
an incredible experience,” going on to
say “We have a really strong team this
semester and our hard work definitely
paid off.” The victory at UNB served as
momentum going into UNH, where
the team capped off what has been one
of the most impressive woodsmen seasons in Colby history.

Courtesy of Stefan Kholi ’18

While not as successful as the women’s side, the men’s team still put on a
promising display this season. Placing
fourth overall at the Unity meet, the
men hoped for improvement going
into the New Brunswick. Unfortunately, with significantly harder competition north of the border, the men
fell to 11th place at UNB, and failed
to place in any events. The Maritime
College of Forest Technology would
go on to take first in the men’s division
of the UNB meet, and the host team
finished narrowly behind in second.
Despite the setback at UNB, the Mules
again looked strong this past weekend
at UNH, finishing a respectable fourth
place against tough competition.
As the fall season draws to
a close, the Woodsmen can be
proud of their performances.
With the women completing a
historic 3-for-3 winning season,
and the men showing promise
against seasoned competition,
both teams look ahead to the
famed mud meet, hosted at Colby
this coming spring.

Football at Bowdoin
Saturday, Nov. 14

12:30 p.m.

Brunswick, ME

X. Country at New England DIII
Saturday, Nov. 14

11 a.m.

Waterford, C.T

W. Ice Hockey at Bowdoin
Friday, Nov. 20th

7 p.m.

Brunswick, ME

M. Basketball vs. Staten Island
Friday, Nov. 20

7 p.m.

Worcester, MA

W. Basketball vs. Wesley
Friday, Nov. 20

7:30 p.m

Bridgewater, MA

M. Ice Hockey at Middlebury
Saturday, Nov. 21

7 p.m.

Middlebury, VT

The Echo reminds you to support Colby Athletics

Come experience YOGA in an authentic studio space.
Classes taught by highly certified teachers.
7 days a week Several times a day
We’re just down the hill at 5 School Street
Check us out at : www.schoolstreetyoga.com
YogaHour (Warm) yoga for all levels
Wednesdays 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Vinyassa Flow (Hot) Yoga
Fridays 12:15 p.m. - 1:15 p.m.
Both classes only $10 for drop-in!
10 class pass are available for any class at the studio for $9 per class!

